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Abstract. Structured overlay networks have recently received much attention due to their self-* properties under dynamic and decentralized
settings. The number of nodes in an overlay ﬂuctuates all the time due
to churn. Since knowledge of the size of the overlay is a core requirement for many systems, estimating the size in a decentralized manner is
a challenge taken up by recent research activities. Gossip-based Aggregation has been shown to give accurate estimates for the network size,
but previous work done is highly sensitive to node failures. In this paper, we present a gossip-based aggregation-style network size estimation
algorithm. We discuss shortcomings of existing aggregation-based size
estimation algorithms, and give a solution that is highly robust to node
failures and is adaptive to network delays. We examine our solution in
various scenarios to demonstrate its eﬀectiveness.

1

Introduction

Structured peer-to-peer systems such as Chord [20] and Pastry [18] have received
much attention by the research community recently. These systems are typically
very scalable and the number of nodes in the system immensely varies. The
network size is, however, a global variable which is not accessible to individual
nodes in the system as they only know a subset of the other nodes. This information is, nevertheless, of great importance to many structured p2p systems, as
it can be used to tune the rates at which the topology is maintained. Moreover,
it can be used in structured overlays for load-balancing purposes [4], deciding
successor-lists size for resilience to churn [12], choosing a level to determine outgoing links [14], and for designing algorithms that adapt their actions depending
on the system size [1].
Due to the importance of knowing the network size, several algorithms have
been proposed for this purpose. Out of these, gossip-based aggregation algorithms [8], though having higher overhead, provide the best accuracy [17]. Consequently, we focus on gossip-based aggregation algorithms in this paper. While
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aggregation algorithms can be used to calculate diﬀerent aggregates, e.g. average, maximum, minimum, variance etc., our focus is on counting the number of
nodes in the system.
Although Aggregation [8] provides accurate estimates, it suﬀers from a few
problems. First, Aggregation is highly sensitive to the overlay topology that it is
used with. Convergence of the estimate to the real network size is slow for nonrandom topologies. On the contrary, the majority of structured p2p overlays have
non-random topologies. Thus, it is not viable to directly use Aggregation in these
systems. Second, Aggregation works in rounds, and the estimate is considered
converged after a predeﬁned number of rounds. As we discuss in section 4.1, this
can be problematic. Finally, Aggregation is highly sensitive to node failures.
In this paper, we suggest a gossip algorithm based on Aggregation to be
executed continously on every node to estimate the total number of nodes in
the system. The algorithm is aimed to work on structured overlay networks.
Furthermore, the algorithm is robust to failures and adaptive to the network
delays in the system.
Outline. Section 2 serves as a background for our work. Section 3 describes our
solution and discusses how the proposed solution handles the dynamism in the
network. Thereafter, section 4 gives a detailed evaluation of our work. Section 5
discusses the related work, and ﬁnally, section 6 concludes.

2

Background

In this section, we brieﬂy deﬁne a model of a ring-based structured overlay
underlying our algorithm. We also describe the original Aggregation algorithm
suggested by Jelasity et. al. [8].
2.1

A Model of a Ring-Based Structured Overlay Network

A ring-based structured overlay network consists of nodes which are assigned
unique identiﬁers belonging to a ring of identiﬁers I = {0, 1, · · · , N − 1} for
some large constant N . This is general enough to encompass many existing
structured peer-to-peer systems such as Chord[20], Pastry[18] and many others.
Every node has a pointer to its successor, which is the ﬁrst node met going
clockwise on the ring. Every node also has a pointer to its predecessor, which
is ﬁrst node met going anti-clockwise on the ring. For instance, in a ring of size
N = 1024 containing the nodes P = {10, 235, 903}, we have that succP (10) =
235, succP (903) = 10, predP (235) = 10, and predP (10) = 903.
In this paper, we assume that there exists an out-of-bound mechanism to make
all of the predecessor and successor pointers correct. This can, for example, be
achieved by using periodic stabilization[20].
Apart from successor and predecessor pointers, each node has additional long
pointers in the ring for eﬃcient routing. Diﬀerent structured overlays use diﬀerent schemes to place these extra pointers. Our work is independent of how the
extra pointers are placed.
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While this model looks speciﬁc to ring topologies, other structured topologies
use similar metrics, for instance, the XOR-metric [16] or butterﬂy networks [14]
Our work can be extended to incorporate metrics other then that employed in
ring-based overlays.
2.2

Gossip-Based Aggregation

The Aggregation algorithm suggested by Jelasity et. al. [8] is based on push-pull
gossiping, shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Push-pull gossip executed by node p in Aggregation [8]
1: do periodically every δ time units
2: q ← getneighbour()
3: send sp to q
4: sq ← receive(q)
5: sq ← update(sp , sq )

do forever
sq ← receive(*)
send sp to sender(sq )
sq ← update(sp , sq )

(a) Active thread

(b) Passive thread

The method GetNeighbour returns a uniform random sampled node over
the entire set of nodes provided by an underlying sampling service like Newscast [7]. The method Update computes a new local state based on the node p’s
current local state sp and the remote node’s state sq .
The time interval δ after which the active thread initiates an exchange is
called a cycle. Given that all nodes use the same value of δ, each node roughly
participates in two exchanges in each cycle, one as an initiator and the other as
a receipient of an exchange request. Thus, the total number of exchanges in a
cycle are roughly equal to 2 · n, where n is the network size.
For network size estimation, one random node sets its local state to 1 while
all other nodes set their local states to 0. The global average is thus n1 , where
n is the number of nodes. Executing the aggregation algorithm for a number of
cycles decreases the variance of local states of nodes but keeps the global average
the same. Thus, after convergence, a node p can estimate the network size as s1p .
s +s

For network size estimation, Update(sp , sq ) returns p 2 q .
Aggregation [8] achieves up-to-date estimates by periodically restarting the
protocol, i.e. local values are re-initialized and aggregation starts again. This is
done after a predeﬁned number of cycles γ, called an epoch.
The main disadvantage of Aggregation is that a failure of a single node early
in an epoch can severely eﬀect the estimate. For example, if the node with
local state 1 crashes after executing a single exchange, 50% of the value will
disappear, giving 2 · n as the ﬁnal size estimate. This issue is further elaborated
in section 4.3. Another disadvantage, as we discuss in section 4.1, is predeﬁning
the epoch length γ.
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The Network Size Estimation Algorithm

A naive approach to estimate the network size in a ring-based overlay would
be pass a token around the ring, starting from, say node i and containing a
variable v initialized to 1. Each node increments v and forwards the token to
its successor i.e. the next node on the ring. When the token reaches back at i,
v will contain the network size. While this solution seems simple and eﬃcient,
it suﬀers from multiple problems. First, it is not fault-tolerant as the node with
the token may fail. This will require complicated modiﬁcations for regenerating
the token with the current value of v. Second, the naive approach will be quite
slow, as it will take O(n) time to complete. Since peer-to-peer systems are highly
dynamic, the actual size may have changed completed by the time the algorithm
ﬁnishes. Lastly, at the end of the naive approach, the estimate will be known
only to node i which will have to broadcast it to all nodes in the system. Our
solution aims at solving all these problems at the expense of a higher message
complexity than the naive approach.
Our goal is to make an algorithm where each node tries to estimate the average
inter-node distance, Δ, on the identiﬁer space, i.e. the average distance between
two consecutive nodes on the ring. Given a correct value of Δ, the number of
nodes in the system can be estimated as N
Δ , N being the size of the identiﬁer
space.
Every node p in the system keeps a local estimate of the
 average inter-node
di
distance in a local variable dp . Our goal is to compute i∈P
. The philoso|P|
phy underlying our algorithm is the observation
that
at
any
time
the following

invariant should always be satisﬁed: N = i∈P di .
We achieve this by letting each node p initialize its estimate dp to the distance
to its successor on the identiﬁer space. In other words, dp = succ(p)  p, where
 represents subtraction modulo N . Note that if the system only contains one
node, then dp = N . Clearly, a correctly initialized network satisﬁes the mentioned
invariant as the sum of the estimates is equal to N .
To estimate Δ, we employ a modiﬁed aggregation algorithm. Since we do
not have access to random nodes, we implement the GetNeighbour method
in Alg. 1 by returning a node reached by making a random walk of length h.
For instance, to perform an exchange, p sends an exchange request to one of
its neighbours, selected randomly, with a hop value h. Upon receiving such a
request, a node r decrements h and forwards the request to one of its own
neighbours, again selected randomly. This is repeated until h reaches 0, after
which the exchange takes place between p and the last node getting the request.
Given that GetNeighbour returns random nodes, after a number of exchanges (logarithmic number
of steps, to the network size, as show in [8]), every

i∈P di
node will have dp = |P| . On average in each cycle, each node initiates an
exchange once, which takes h hops, and replies to one exchange. Consequently,
the number of messages for the aggregation algorithm are roughly hops × n + n
per cycle.
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Handling Churn

The protocol described so far does not take into account the dynamicity of
large scale peer-to-peer systems. In this section, we present our solution as an
extension of the basic algorithm described in section 3 to handle dynamism in
the network.
The basic idea of our solution is that each node keeps diﬀerent levels of estimates, each with a diﬀerent accuracy. The lowest level estimate is the same as
dn in the basic algorithm. As the value in the lowest level converges, it is moved
to the next level. While this helps by having high accuracy in upper levels, it
also gives a continuous access to a correct estimated value while the lowest level
is re-initialized. Furthermore, we restart the protocol adaptively, instead at a
predeﬁned interval.
Our solution is shown in Algorithm 2. Each node n keeps track of the current
epoch in nEpoch and stores the estimate in a local variable ndvalue instead of
dn in the basic algorithm. ndvalue is a tuple of size l, i.e.
ndvalue = (ndvaluel−1 , ndvaluel−2 , · · · , ndvalue0 )
The tuple values are called levels. The value at level 0 is the same as dn in the
basic algorithm and has the most recent updated estimate but with high error,
while level l − 1 has the most accurate estimate but incorporates updates slowly.
A node n initializes its estimate, method InitializeEstimate in Alg. 2, by
setting level 0 to succP (n)  n. The method LeftShiftLevels moves the estimate of each level one level up, e.g. left shifting a tuple e = (el−1 , el−2 , · · · , e0 )
gives (el−2 , el−3 , · · · , e0 , nil). The method Update(a, b) returns an average of
l−1 al−2 +bl−2
0
each level, i.e. ( al−1 +b
,
, · · · , a0 +b
2
2
2 ).
To incorporate changes in the network size due to churn, we also restart the
algorithm, though not after a predeﬁned number of cycles, but adaptively by
analyzing the variance. We let the lowest level converge and then restart. This
duration may be larger than a predeﬁned γ or less, depending on the systemwide variance in the system of the value being estimated. We achieve adaptivity
by using a sliding window at each node. Each node stores values of the lowest
level estimate for each cycle in a sliding window W of length w. If the coeﬃcient
of variance of the sliding window is less than a desired accuracy e.g. 10−2 , the
value is considered converged, denoted by the method Converged in Alg. 2.
Once the value is considered to have converged based on the sliding window,
there are diﬀerent methods of deciding which node will restart the protocol,
denoted by the method IAmStarter in Alg. 2. One way is as used in [8],
each node restarts the protocol with probability 1/n̂, where n̂ is the estimated
network size. Given a reasonable estimate in the previous epoch, this will lead to
one node restarting the protocol with high probability. It does not matter if more
than one node restarts the protocol in our solution. On the contrary, multiple
nodes restarting an epoch in [8] is problematic since only one node should set
its local estimate to 1 in an epoch. Consequently, an epoch has to be marked
with a unique identiﬁer in [8]. Another method is that a node n restarts the
protocol which has 0 ∈ [n, n.succ). For our simulations, we use the ﬁrst method.
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Algorithm 2. Network size estimation
1: every δ time units at n
2:
if converged() and iamstarter() then
3:
simpleBroadcast(nEpoch)
4:
end if
5:
sendto randomN eighbour() : ReqExchange(hops, nEpoch, ndvalue)
6: end event
7: receipt of ReqExchange(hops, mEpoch, mdvalue) from m at n
8:
if hops > 1 then
9:
hops := hops − 1
10:
sendto randomN eighbour() : ReqExchange(hops, mEpoch, mdvalue)
11:
else
12:
if nEpoch > mEpoch then
13:
sendto m : ResExchange(f alse, nEpoch, ndvalue)
14:
else
15:
trigger  MoveToNewEpoch | mEpoch 
16:
ndvalue := update(ndvalue, mdvalue)
17:
updateSlidingWindow(ndvalue)
18:
sendto m : ResExchange(true, nEpoch, ndvalue)
19:
end if
20:
end if
21: end event
22: receipt of ResExchange(updated, mEpoch, mdvalues) from m at n
23:
if updated = f alse then
24:
trigger  MoveToNewEpoch | mEpoch 
25:
else
26:
if nEpoch = mEpoch then
27:
dvalue := mdvalues
28:
end if
29:
end if
30: end event
31: receipt of DeliverSimpleBroadcast(mEpoch) from m at n
32:
trigger  MoveToNewEpoch | mEpoch 
33: end event
34: upon event  MoveToNewEpoch | epoch  at n
35:
if nEpoch < mEpoch then
36:
leftShiftLevels()
37:
initializeEstimate()
38:
nEpoch := epoch
39:
end if
40: end event
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Once a new epoch starts, all nodes should join it quickly. Aggregation [8]
achieves this by the logarithmic epidemic spreading property of random networks. Since we do not have access to random nodes, we use a simple broadcast
scheme [3] for this purpose, which is both inexpensive (O(n) messages) and fast
(O(log n) steps). The broadcast is best-eﬀort, as even if it fails, the new epoch
number is spread through exchanges.
When a new node joins the system, it starts participating in the size estimation protocol when the next epoch starts. This happens either when it receives
the broadcast, or its predecessor initializes its estimate. Until then, it keeps
forwarding any requests for exchange to a randomly selected neighbour.
Handling churn in our protocol is much simpler and less expensive on bandwidth than other aggregation algorithms. Instead of running multiple epochs as
in [8], we rely on the fact that a crash in our system does not eﬀect the end
estimate as much as in [8]. This is explored in detail in section 4.3.

4

Evaluation

To evaluate our solution, we implemented the Chord [20] overlay in an eventbased simulator [19]. For the ﬁrst set of experiments, the results are for a network
size of 5000 nodes using the King dataset [5] for message latencies. Since we do
not have the King dataset for a 5000 node topology, we derive the 5000 node
pair-wise latencies from the distance between two random points in a Euclidean
space. The mean RTT remains the same as in the King data. This technique is
the same as used in [11]. For larger network sizes, the results are for 105 nodes
using exponentially distributed message latencies with mean 5 simulation time
units. For the ﬁgures, δ = 8 ∗ mean-com means the cycle length is 8 × 5.
4.1

Epoch Length γ

We investigated the eﬀect of δ on convergence
of the algorithm. The results are
n
shown in Figure 1, where error= n1 i=1 |di − N
n |. It shows that when the ratio
between communication delay and δ is signiﬁcant, e.g. δ = 0.5 secs or 8 ∗ meancom, the aggregate converges slowly and to a value with higher error. For cases
where the ratio is insigniﬁcant, e.g. δ = 5 secs or 24∗mean-com, the convergence
is faster and the converged value has lower error. The reason for this behaviour is
that when δ is small, the expected number of exchanges per cycle do not occur.
Since δ and γ eﬀect convergence rate and accuracy, our solution aims at having
adaptive epoch lengths. Another beneﬁt of using an adaptive approach as ours
is that the protocol may converge much before a predeﬁned γ, thus sending
messages in vain. If the protocol was restarted, these extra cycles could have
been used to get updated aggregate value or include churn eﬀects faster.
4.2

Eﬀect of the Number of Hops

Figure 2 shows convergence of the algorithm for diﬀerent values of δ and number
of hops h to get a random node. For small values of δ, e.g. 0.5 secs and 8 ∗
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mean-com, h = 0 gives best convergence. The reason for this behaviour is that
since δ is very small (thus, is comparative to communication delays), having
multiple hops will not have enough exchanges in a cycle. Thus, convergence
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Fig. 3. Estimated size when 50% of the nodes out of 5000 fail suddenly. X-axis gives
the cycle at which the sudden death occured in the epoch.

takes longer time and the error is larger for larger values of h. On the contrary,
as we increase δ, higher values of h give convergence in lesser time and lower
error. These results also advocate to have an adaptive epoch length.
4.3

Churn

Flash Crowds. Next, we evaluated a scenario where a massive node failure
occurs. Contrary to [8] where failure of nodes with higher local estimate eﬀects
the end estimate more than with lower local estimate, failure of any node is
equal in our protocol. The results for a scenario where 50% of the nodes fail
at diﬀerent cycles of an epoch is shown in Figure 3. Our modiﬁed aggregation
solution, Fig. 3(a), is not as severly aﬀected by the sudden death as the original
Aggregation algorithm, ﬁg. 3(b). Infact, in some experiments with Aggregation,
the estimate became inﬁnite (not shown in the ﬁgure). This happens when all
the nodes with non-zero local estimates fail. For our solution, the eﬀect of a
sudden death is already negligible if the nodes crash after the third cycle.
Continuous Churn. We ran simulations for a scenario with churn, where nodes
join and fail. The results are shown in ﬁgure 4, 5 and 7. The results are for
extreme churn cases, i.e. 50% nodes fail within a few cycles and afterwards, 50%
nodes join within a few cycles. The graphs show how the estimation follows the
actual network size. The standard deviation of level 2 is shown as vertical bars,
which depicts that all nodes estimate the same size. The standard deviation
is high only when a new epoch starts, because while evaluating the mean and
standard deviation, some nodes have moved to the new epoch, while others are
still in the older epoch. The estimate at level 1 converges to the actual size faster
than level 2, but the estimates has higher variance as the standard deviation for
level 1 (not shown) is higher than for level 2. Figure 5 also shows that compared
to h = 0, higher values of h follow the trend of the actual size faster.
Next, we simulated a network of size 4500 and evaluated our algorithm under
continous churn. In each cycle, we failed some random nodes and joined new
nodes. As explained in section 3, new nodes do not participate in the algorithm
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till the next epoch starts, yet they can forward requests. Figure 6 shows the
results. The plotted dots correspond to the converged mean estimate after 15
cycles for each experiment. The x-axis gives the percentage of churn events,
including both failures and joins, that occur in each cycle. Thus, 10% means
10
× 15 churn events occured before the plotted converged value.
that 4500 × 100
Figure 6 shows that the algorithm handles continous churn reasonably well.

5

Related Work

Network size estimation in the context of peer-to-peer systems is challenging
as these systems are completely decentralized, nodes may fail anytime, the network size varies dynamically over time, and the estimation algorithm needs to
continuously update its estimation to reﬂect the current number of nodes.
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Merrer et. al. [17] compare three existing size estimation algorithms, Sample
& Collide [15], Hops Sampling [10] and Aggregation [8], which are representative
of three main classes of network size estimation algorithms. Their study yields
that although Aggregation is expensive, it produces the most accurate results.
Aggregation also has the additional beneﬁt that the estimamte is available on
all nodes compared to only at the initiator in the case of Sample & Collide and
Hops Sampling. Our work can be seen as an extension of Aggregation, to handle
its shortcomings and extend it to non-random topologies, such as structured
overlay networks.
The work by Horowitz et. al. [6] is similar to ours in the sense that they also
utilize the structure of the system. They use a localized probabilistic technique
to estimate the network size by maintaining a structure: a logical ring. Each node
estimates the network size locally based on the estimates of its neighbours on the
ring. While their technique has less overhead, the estimates are not accurate, the
expected accuracy being in the range n/2 · · · n. Their work has been extended
by Andreas et. al. [2] speciﬁcally for Chord, yet the extended work also suﬀers
similar inaccuracy range for the estimated size. Mahajan et. al. [13] also estimate
the network size through the density of node identiﬁers in Pastry’s leafset, yet
they neither prove any accuracy range, nor provide any simulation results to
show the eﬀectiveness of their technique.
Kempe et. al. [9] have also suggested a gossip-based aggregation scheme, yet
their solution focuses only on push-based gossiping. Using push-based gossiping
complicates the update and exchange process as a normalization factor needs
to be kept track of. On the same, as noted by Jelasity et. al. [8], push-based
gossiping suﬀers from problems when the underlying directed graph used is not
strongly connected. Thus, we build our work on push-pull gossip-based aggregation [8]. Similarly, to estimate the network size, Kempe et. al. also propose
that one node should initialize its weight to 1, while the other nodes initialize
to weight 0, making it highly sensitive to failures early in the algorithm.
The authors of Viceroy [14] and Mercury [1] mention that a nodes distance
to its successor can be used to calculate the number of nodes in the system,
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but provide no reasoning that the value always converges exactly to the correct
value, and thus that their estimate is unbiased.

6

Conclusion

Knowledge of the current network size of a structured p2p system is a prime
requirement for many systems, which prompted to ﬁnding solutions for size estimation. Previous studies have shown that gossip-based aggregation algorithms,
though being expensive, produce accurate estimates of the network size. We have
demonstrated the shortcomings in existing aggregation approaches to network
size estimation and have presented a solution that overcomes the deﬁciencies. In
this paper, we have argued for an adaptive approach to convergence in gossipbased aggregation algorithms. Our solution is resilient to massive node failures
and is aimed to work on non-random topologies such as structured overlay networks.
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